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I wasn't planning on doing a Hound Dawg Issue 

for a while, but the news of Leonard Cohen's 

passing at the age of 82 was not something I 

could just ignore. Leonard was a genuine hero 

of mine, an inspiration on my own Dodson and 

Fogg music and I was very moved by his death. 

But at least it was peaceful. Though Cohen was 

ill, he died at home in his sleep after a fall in the 

night. His manager said it was a peaceful end. 

   As a tribute to Leonard I have written  a small 

piece about his passing, and put in a couple of 

excerpts from my book on his work, which was 

published in May this year, including a Q and A 

with film maker Tony Palmer and a piece on my 

favourite record of his, his debut The Songs of 

Leonard Cohen.  

   Also included is an interview with Lawrence 

Schiller, who directed the Dennis Hopper 

documentary American Dreamer (this is pulled 

from my book on Hopper which has just come 

out) and an interview with comedy star Isy 

Suttie. 

Enjoy... 



Q AND A WITH 

ISY SUTTIE 

Isy Sutie is one of the most reliable Isy Sutie is one of the most reliable Isy Sutie is one of the most reliable Isy Sutie is one of the most reliable and and and and 

consistent faces on TV these days. The actress consistent faces on TV these days. The actress consistent faces on TV these days. The actress consistent faces on TV these days. The actress 

turned comic is a veteran of the stand up turned comic is a veteran of the stand up turned comic is a veteran of the stand up turned comic is a veteran of the stand up 

circuit, and among numerous other things circuit, and among numerous other things circuit, and among numerous other things circuit, and among numerous other things 

starred as Dobbstarred as Dobbstarred as Dobbstarred as Dobby in the immensely popular y in the immensely popular y in the immensely popular y in the immensely popular 

comedy classic Peep Show. She's also written a comedy classic Peep Show. She's also written a comedy classic Peep Show. She's also written a comedy classic Peep Show. She's also written a 

book, The Actual One, done scripts for TV book, The Actual One, done scripts for TV book, The Actual One, done scripts for TV book, The Actual One, done scripts for TV 

and even made her own short film starring JJ and even made her own short film starring JJ and even made her own short film starring JJ and even made her own short film starring JJ 

Burnel of The Stranglers. She was born in Burnel of The Stranglers. She was born in Burnel of The Stranglers. She was born in Burnel of The Stranglers. She was born in 

Hull, so as a fellow Yorkshire being (I'm from Hull, so as a fellow Yorkshire being (I'm from Hull, so as a fellow Yorkshire being (I'm from Hull, so as a fellow Yorkshire being (I'm from 

Leeds), I salute thee... Leeds), I salute thee... Leeds), I salute thee... Leeds), I salute thee...     

    

YouYouYouYou started off studying acting. How did you  started off studying acting. How did you  started off studying acting. How did you  started off studying acting. How did you 

make the shift to comedy?make the shift to comedy?make the shift to comedy?make the shift to comedy?        

I couldn't see it at the beginning, but I've always 

been drawn to comedy in some way or another. 

Sometimes when I thought I was doing serious 

parts at drama school, I'd feel most comfortable 

when I could find some kind of comedy within 

the character - even just a smidge. That said, I 

would love to do some drama too and I like it 

when there's a nice mix within a script, so if 

something's funny it's sometimes rooted in 

something sad.   

 

Who influences you in comedy? Who are some of Who influences you in comedy? Who are some of Who influences you in comedy? Who are some of Who influences you in comedy? Who are some of 

your favourites?your favourites?your favourites?your favourites?    

  

I tend to be drawn to people who do stories rather 

than gags, and who make you feel kind of despair 

and hope at the same time as laughing, like 

Johnny Vegas, Phil Kay. There are some people I 

love but they are good friends of mine so it always 

feels too weird to say them. Sharon Horgan, 

Phoebe Waller-Bridge and Holly Walsh are 

brilliant writers.  

    

What were some of the memorable moments What were some of the memorable moments What were some of the memorable moments What were some of the memorable moments 

from your first from your first from your first from your first Edinburgh Festival shows?Edinburgh Festival shows?Edinburgh Festival shows?Edinburgh Festival shows?    

 Just feeling so nervous that I could barely eat all 

day, then the adrenaline once it was over no 

matter how well or badly it had gone. Very 

cramped dressing rooms, studying tiny cracks on 

the wall just before you went on. Listening to 

Kraftwerk on the way to The Comedy Zone in 

2005. Living with Danielle Ward and Josie Long, 

and there always being some kind of household 

catastrophe like the washing machine flooding 

and people getting locked into small corridors for 

hours.  



When was the breakthrough moment wWhen was the breakthrough moment wWhen was the breakthrough moment wWhen was the breakthrough moment when you hen you hen you hen you 

realised people were responding to you and you realised people were responding to you and you realised people were responding to you and you realised people were responding to you and you 

were good at stand up?were good at stand up?were good at stand up?were good at stand up?    

There wasn't really a single moment like that, it 

was more a long, arduous clamber up a mountain 

with nice little springs along the way, which is 

still going on. I guess there was a nice moment at 

college where I'd gone in for a songwriting 

competition with a song about the perfect guy and 

I was living with a French guy who said I should 

do it in a French accent. I took the risk and for 

some reason it made the song much funnier. I 

remember people laughing and that was the first 

time people had laughed at me doing something 

I'd written myself. That was such a brilliant 

feeling.  

 

How did you end up in Peep Show? Were you How did you end up in Peep Show? Were you How did you end up in Peep Show? Were you How did you end up in Peep Show? Were you 

nervous about joining the cast?nervous about joining the cast?nervous about joining the cast?nervous about joining the cast?    

I went for the audition with lots of other actors 

and then when the recall came I stayed up half 

the night learning the script so I could look down 

the lens. Yes I was terribly nervous as it was such 

a brilliant iconic show and I think I hardly spoke 

for the first week.   

 

What are youWhat are youWhat are youWhat are your personal fave Peep Show episodes r personal fave Peep Show episodes r personal fave Peep Show episodes r personal fave Peep Show episodes 

and memories of filming?and memories of filming?and memories of filming?and memories of filming?    

On the last series there was a lovely moment 

when I was drinking soup with Matt King 

(Superhans) in a night shoot for the scene where 

Dobby, Mark and Superhans have been chucked 

out of a car after hitchhiking. It was an innocuous 

moment but there's something quite exciting 

about night shoots (probably not if you're doing 

them every night). Also in the last series we did 

lots of exploring as the location we were based at 

contained a pet cemetery so me and Sam (one of 

the writers) kept searching for it. Rob and David 

are always a laugh. Favourite episodes - my 

favourite ever episode is the one where Mark joins 

the gym.  

 

I am also interested in some of your other work, I am also interested in some of your other work, I am also interested in some of your other work, I am also interested in some of your other work, 

like the film you made with JJ Blike the film you made with JJ Blike the film you made with JJ Blike the film you made with JJ Burnel. As a big urnel. As a big urnel. As a big urnel. As a big 

Stranglers fan, how did this come about andStranglers fan, how did this come about andStranglers fan, how did this come about andStranglers fan, how did this come about and what  what  what  what 

was JJ like to work with? was JJ like to work with? was JJ like to work with? was JJ like to work with? I met him onceI met him onceI met him onceI met him once and he  and he  and he  and he 

picked me up in the airpicked me up in the airpicked me up in the airpicked me up in the air....        

I met JJ doing a radio show (I'm not surprised he 

picked you up in the air - sounds like him!) and I 

just loved him as he's like a mischievous teenager, 

so much fun and so rock n roll but also really 

kind and funny. Then I thought of the idea for the 

film and he was up for doing it, which I was 

bowled over about, and we went to my mate's flat 

in Camberwell to record the song for the film 

which was quite surreal. He was a real joy to work 

with and be around.  

    

What was the inspiration behind your new book What was the inspiration behind your new book What was the inspiration behind your new book What was the inspiration behind your new book 

and what has reaction been like?and what has reaction been like?and what has reaction been like?and what has reaction been like?    

I just wanted to write about a time when things 

haven't been entirely easy and my late 20s/early 

30s seemed like a good fit as I was doing quite a 

lot of overdramatic soul searching. I really loved 

writing the book as there's more time to get to 

know the reader and you're allowed to take longer 

to say stuff.  

 

You've also established yourseYou've also established yourseYou've also established yourseYou've also established yourself as a TV writer, do lf as a TV writer, do lf as a TV writer, do lf as a TV writer, do 

you enjoy this side of your work?you enjoy this side of your work?you enjoy this side of your work?you enjoy this side of your work?    

Yes - the main thing for me is variety so I like 

doing that and then perhaps just acting in 

something where I have no input into the lines, 

then something else. I feel quite lucky that I get 

that variety in my job.   

    

Visit: Visit: Visit: Visit: isysuttie.comisysuttie.comisysuttie.comisysuttie.com    



 

 

 

    

If you want to see a post-Easy Rider Dennis 

Hopper in all his stoned, rambling, Charles 

Manson-esque, counterculture guru glory, then 

look no further than the chaotic, sleazy delights of 

The American Dreamer. A film shot during the 

editing stage of The Last Movie, it's the ultimate 

portrait of a frustrated artist who can see his 

masterpiece slipping through his fingers. This is 

not strictly the Wild Man Hopper of film legend, 

the groupie loving drug monster living in Taos as 

a hippie outlaw, but a serious artist lost in the 

wilderness of creativity, with the Hollywood 

executives breathing down his neck, pressuring  

 

 

 

 

 

him to deliver a commercial product. After Easy 

Rider, Hopper really was the hot property of the 

moment, the self proclaimed wise man of the 

alternative scene more than happy to share his 

wisdom with you, especially if you were a scantily 

clad chick. If you were passing through Taos, you 

went to see Dennis Hopper. That was just how it 

went. And in The American Dreamer, plenty of 

folk certainly pass through Taos.  

   The American Dreamer is a compelling 

document of that little era, and succeeds as a 

hypnotic, contradictory piece of documentary 

DENNIS HOPPER: AMERICAN DREAMER 
IN A SAMPLE FROM CHRIS WADE'S NEW BOOK "DENNIS HOPPER ON SCREEN", FILMMAKER 

LAWRENCE SCHILLER TALKS ABOUT HIS DOCUMENTARY ABOUT DENNIS HOPPER 



film. From start to finish it sends you from one 

extreme to the next, so that your views on Hopper 

and this whole film in general tend to change 

throughout its duration. Was Hopper a tortured 

artist sick of executive interference, fighting for 

artistic freedom? Or was he just plain awkward? 

Should he have just accepted the fact that, when 

given a considerable amount of money to make a 

piece of art, the suits are entitled to check how 

things are going? Funnily enough, you tend to see 

it from both sides, but ultimately come to the 

conclusion that Hopper really was some sort of 

mad genius, a tremendous artist capable of so 

much, but denied from doing it.  

   Lawrence Schiller is a legendary photo-

journalist, film director and author. His 

photographs of Marilyn Monroe, Buster Keaton 

and Paul Newman are instantly recognisable as 

iconic pieces of Hollywood history, and his other 

works include the OJ Simpson book American 

Tragedy and the classic film, The Executioner's 

Song. Along with Kit Carson, he captured Dennis 

Hopper editing The Last Movie in the 

spellbinding documentary, The American 

Dreamer. I spoke to him on the phone to his office 

in New York: 

 

How did you come up with this idea, to make a How did you come up with this idea, to make a How did you come up with this idea, to make a How did you come up with this idea, to make a 

film on Dennis Hopper while he was editing his film on Dennis Hopper while he was editing his film on Dennis Hopper while he was editing his film on Dennis Hopper while he was editing his 

own film?own film?own film?own film? 

Well the original idea was to make a film about 

Paul Newman, about an actor who submerges 

himself in the myth of his characters. And Paul, 

who I had photographed many times, felt it wasn't 

the time to do that. So Kit Carson and I were 

working on a little documentary and I told Kit 

about this idea, and he said 'why don't we go to 

talk to Dennis Hopper, because he submerged 

himself in the myth of the character from Easy 

Rider.' So we went up and spoke to Dennis, and of 

course within ten minutes it was a different film. 

Might even be a better film. That was to do a 

documentary about an actor-director editing his 

film. The fact that the subject was an actor, you 

could never make a true documentary, so it 

wound up being a film with an actor who plays an 

actor in a documentary about himself. A little like 

Nanook of the North, when an actor plays an 

Eskimo with all the real Eskimos. So that was the 

concept of the film. That's why Dennis, myself 

and Kit all have writing credits on it. That's 

because each day's shooting was thought out, not 

necessarily scripted words, but the concept was 

like how John Cassavetes directed films. They 

would sit and discuss the beginning and the end 

of the scene, they know where they start and end, 

then everything inside was improvisation. And 

here, what was interesting was that Dennis plays 

the actor-director in a documentary. It's not a true 



documentary. like photographing events as they 

are happening and everything is real. Here 

Dennis is always thinking about the documentary.  

So the Dennis Hopper before the camera and So the Dennis Hopper before the camera and So the Dennis Hopper before the camera and So the Dennis Hopper before the camera and 

sound is running is drastically different from the sound is running is drastically different from the sound is running is drastically different from the sound is running is drastically different from the 

Dennis on film? Dennis on film? Dennis on film? Dennis on film?     

No, I think they were maybe very similar at that 

point in his life. But he knew what the camera 

lens was doing and he knew how to relate and 

interact with other people. So his actions are not 

always natural, not always documentary.  

 

You've really captured the essence of the tortured You've really captured the essence of the tortured You've really captured the essence of the tortured You've really captured the essence of the tortured 

Dennis Hopper here. He was editing this Dennis Hopper here. He was editing this Dennis Hopper here. He was editing this Dennis Hopper here. He was editing this 

masterpiece and people were on his back about it. masterpiece and people were on his back about it. masterpiece and people were on his back about it. masterpiece and people were on his back about it. 

DDDDo you think it maybe turned out to be the o you think it maybe turned out to be the o you think it maybe turned out to be the o you think it maybe turned out to be the 

perfect film about a frustrated artist?perfect film about a frustrated artist?perfect film about a frustrated artist?perfect film about a frustrated artist?    

Well, let me say this. He had a very good film 

going into the editing process. It's not for me to 

judge, I've made good films and bad films. I made 

a film which I thought was very good called The 

Executioner's Song. You should see it, because 

you'll understand things. This film on Dennis 

Hopper is a transition film for me. It says as much 

about me as it does about Dennis Hopper. I was in 

a transition from being a photojournalist to being 

a film producer and director. The film I did after 

this, I won on Oscar for. So the thing is, this 

captured Dennis in the struggle to find his film in 

the editing process., and he loses control. He's in 

the chariot race in Ben Hur and he loses his 

control of the horses. A filmmaker that visited 

him early on was Jodorowsky, who a lot of people 

believe put crazy ideas inside Dennis's head. After 

that Dennis couldn't get it straight about the film. 

He destroyed his own film. The story at the 

beginning was very, very good, but he destroyed it 

by procrastinating too long. And that's what the 

film is about and he finally realises it in American 

Dreamer, because he predicts his own downfall 

when he compares himself to Orson Welles and 

the Magnificent Ambersons. I'd met Dennis 

Hopper years before at a small party for a film 

called Cool Hand Luke which I photographed for 

Paul Newman. So The Last Movie destroyed his 

career for many years. It took him about twenty 

years to recover from this devastation.   

 

IIII think in that lost period, through the 1970s and  think in that lost period, through the 1970s and  think in that lost period, through the 1970s and  think in that lost period, through the 1970s and 

early 1980s, he did a lot of his best work. When early 1980s, he did a lot of his best work. When early 1980s, he did a lot of his best work. When early 1980s, he did a lot of his best work. When 

you track those films down, which aren't that easy you track those films down, which aren't that easy you track those films down, which aren't that easy you track those films down, which aren't that easy 

to get in the UK, you learn they were magnificent to get in the UK, you learn they were magnificent to get in the UK, you learn they were magnificent to get in the UK, you learn they were magnificent 

performances. I also think The American performances. I also think The American performances. I also think The American performances. I also think The American 

Dreamer is hypnoDreamer is hypnoDreamer is hypnoDreamer is hypnotically good. You get pulled into tically good. You get pulled into tically good. You get pulled into tically good. You get pulled into 

that world. that world. that world. that world.     

    

I think he did do a lot of his best work after that. 

Do you know why? Because he was struggling to 

survive. Sometimes you do your best work when 

you lose everything and you want to make sure 

that you're not knocked out on the canvas.  

    

When you're hungry...When you're hungry...When you're hungry...When you're hungry...    

Yeah. He was coming out of a divorce, he was 

losing half of his art collection which he had to 

sell, and luckily he kept his photographs.  



I think his photographs were just as amazing as I think his photographs were just as amazing as I think his photographs were just as amazing as I think his photographs were just as amazing as 

his performances. his performances. his performances. his performances.     

Yeah, I mean being a photojournalist myself, I 

understood his photography and I think he was a 

great, great photojournalist. He captured the 

scene, where he lived and the people he knew 

quite extraordinarily. 

 

Did you bond at all on photography? Did you bond at all on photography? Did you bond at all on photography? Did you bond at all on photography?     

No, I don't believe so. He collected a few of my 

pictures and we traded a couple, but I didn't have 

that kind of a relationship with him. You can see 

he and I argue during The American Dreamer, 

and I'm very strong like he is. Norman Mailer and 

I did a lot of books together and won Pulitzer 

prizes. But you need to see The Executioner's Song 

to see how I went from a photojournalist, through 

American Dreamer and into being a filmmaker. 

In all my films I deal with anti-social behaviour, 

and American Dreamer deals with anti-social 

behaviour.  

 

So what did Dennis think of the film, American So what did Dennis think of the film, American So what did Dennis think of the film, American So what did Dennis think of the film, American 

Dreamer, when he finally saw it?Dreamer, when he finally saw it?Dreamer, when he finally saw it?Dreamer, when he finally saw it?    

I think he liked it and in years gone by he liked it 

even more. When he was able to buy The Last 

Movie back from Universal, and he started to 

show it at film festivals, he insisted that The 

American Dreamer be shown as a companion to 

The Last Movie. That to me was kind of like 

Hopper saying 'I'm really proud of what you did,' 

because it's another window to look through at 

Dennis and his life at that point.  

 

Yeah, I think the two films are inseparable myself. Yeah, I think the two films are inseparable myself. Yeah, I think the two films are inseparable myself. Yeah, I think the two films are inseparable myself. 

I know they are very different films and different I know they are very different films and different I know they are very different films and different I know they are very different films and different 

visions, but I do think you need to see them both visions, but I do think you need to see them both visions, but I do think you need to see them both visions, but I do think you need to see them both 

together. together. together. together.     

Yeah, the question is which comes first? The 

chicken or the egg? 

Yeah, exactly. Did you continue to stay in touch Yeah, exactly. Did you continue to stay in touch Yeah, exactly. Did you continue to stay in touch Yeah, exactly. Did you continue to stay in touch 

with Dennis and have any wishes to work again with Dennis and have any wishes to work again with Dennis and have any wishes to work again with Dennis and have any wishes to work again 

with him on anything?with him on anything?with him on anything?with him on anything?    

We stayed in touch. My son lived across the street 

from him in Venice, so I used to see him from 

time to time, but we never did anything else 

professionally.  

Very different careers I suppose.Very different careers I suppose.Very different careers I suppose.Very different careers I suppose.    

Yeah, different careers. Dennis was an incredible 

actor. He wound up being a fine director. I mean, 

he's a great artist. He's a great, great artist.  

 

He was He was He was He was always saying he wanted to make the always saying he wanted to make the always saying he wanted to make the always saying he wanted to make the 

perfect film. Do you believe he was frustrated that perfect film. Do you believe he was frustrated that perfect film. Do you believe he was frustrated that perfect film. Do you believe he was frustrated that 

he never felt he did make the perfect film and get he never felt he did make the perfect film and get he never felt he did make the perfect film and get he never felt he did make the perfect film and get 

his chance to get his true vision on the screen? his chance to get his true vision on the screen? his chance to get his true vision on the screen? his chance to get his true vision on the screen?     

Of course, but all great artists never achieve it, 

that's what makes them great. I don't think any 

artist in his own mind achieves what he wants.  



    

I guess that if he thinks he's achieved it, he's doing I guess that if he thinks he's achieved it, he's doing I guess that if he thinks he's achieved it, he's doing I guess that if he thinks he's achieved it, he's doing 

something wrong. something wrong. something wrong. something wrong.     

Yeah, exactly. I include myself in this. When you 

look at great artists, you as a viewer may think 

there isn't anything more that artist could have 

done. But many of these artists may not even 

think they got half way down the road. The only 

one that maybe did feel like he'd achieved it was 

Picasso. 

 

Yeah, Picasso definitely. Dali was close but he Yeah, Picasso definitely. Dali was close but he Yeah, Picasso definitely. Dali was close but he Yeah, Picasso definitely. Dali was close but he 

became tobecame tobecame tobecame too commercial in the end. A parody of o commercial in the end. A parody of o commercial in the end. A parody of o commercial in the end. A parody of 

himself. himself. himself. himself.     

Yes. Dali became a factory.  

 

So, The American Dreamer, what I find very So, The American Dreamer, what I find very So, The American Dreamer, what I find very So, The American Dreamer, what I find very 

interesting about it is how you captured that era interesting about it is how you captured that era interesting about it is how you captured that era interesting about it is how you captured that era 

when Dennis Hopper was briefly the hippy guru. when Dennis Hopper was briefly the hippy guru. when Dennis Hopper was briefly the hippy guru. when Dennis Hopper was briefly the hippy guru. 

You know, people came to him, like if yYou know, people came to him, like if yYou know, people came to him, like if yYou know, people came to him, like if you were ou were ou were ou were 

passing through you had to go see Dennis Hopper passing through you had to go see Dennis Hopper passing through you had to go see Dennis Hopper passing through you had to go see Dennis Hopper 

for the answer or something. Did you find all that for the answer or something. Did you find all that for the answer or something. Did you find all that for the answer or something. Did you find all that 

exciting to be around?exciting to be around?exciting to be around?exciting to be around?    

Yeah of course. I took Dennis to meet Charlie 

Manson. I knew Charlie. So to prepare for that 

part of the film I arranged for him to visit Charlie 

in jail. 

    

Wow. Did they get along well?Wow. Did they get along well?Wow. Did they get along well?Wow. Did they get along well?    

I wasn't sitting there next to them, so I don't know, 

because Charlie could only have one visitor at a 

time. I knew one of Charlie's attorneys, so I was 

able to arrange that.  

 

He quotes Manson inHe quotes Manson inHe quotes Manson inHe quotes Manson in the film doesn't he? You  the film doesn't he? You  the film doesn't he? You  the film doesn't he? You 

know, there's that scene where he's quoting him know, there's that scene where he's quoting him know, there's that scene where he's quoting him know, there's that scene where he's quoting him 

and there is a similarity between them both for and there is a similarity between them both for and there is a similarity between them both for and there is a similarity between them both for 

sure. sure. sure. sure.     

Yeah. Dennis wanted to get that into the film. We 

shot, took a break to look at the footage. And then 

we suggested to Dennis that 'maybe you should 

go meet Charlie, so you can see what the face of 

evil looks like.'  

 

Wow. That's pretty amazing. I suppose a lot of Wow. That's pretty amazing. I suppose a lot of Wow. That's pretty amazing. I suppose a lot of Wow. That's pretty amazing. I suppose a lot of 

people knew Charles Manson was odd, but no one people knew Charles Manson was odd, but no one people knew Charles Manson was odd, but no one people knew Charles Manson was odd, but no one 

had any idea how odd and evil he really was.  had any idea how odd and evil he really was.  had any idea how odd and evil he really was.  had any idea how odd and evil he really was.      

Yeah, I'm not sure where that evil came from. No 

one could figure that out. Now we're trying to 

figure out Trump.  

 

Charles Manson to Donald Trump. Is it that big a Charles Manson to Donald Trump. Is it that big a Charles Manson to Donald Trump. Is it that big a Charles Manson to Donald Trump. Is it that big a 

leap? leap? leap? leap?     

No it's not... 

Note: this interview happened before Trump was 

elected. Weird... 

DENNIS HOPPER: ON SCREEN is available now 

on Amazon and from the Wisdom Twins Books 

website: wisdomtwinsbooks.weebly.com 

 



LEONARD 

COHEN 

1934 - 2016 

 

Leonard Cohen died on the 7th of November, 

2016. He was 82. Not a bad age, but it seemed too 

young for Leonard. After all, his mentor and 

friend, Japaense Rinzai Zen Roshi, lived to be 107, 

the man to whom Cohen served as assistant when 

living the honest, disciplined Buddhist life on Mt. 

Baldy. Cohen admits he wasn't cut out for the 

religious life, but retained a Buddhist mentality, 

one which even helped him through his final day. 

   Cohen's poetry spoke to millions, and I was one 

of them; so when I heard of his passing I was 

saddened immediately. It wasn't until I put on his 

first album though, The Songs of Leonard Cohen, 

picked up my guitar and played along that I 

started to cry. And I didn't just cry. I REALLY 

cried. I was genuinely upset, and it really got to 

me. After all I had got into his music when I was 

just out of my teens, and I connected with Cohen's 

beautiful, stark and unique music. instantly. As I 

sang along, it made me realise again how pure 

and human his words were. They get right to the 

heart. It's that simple to me.  

   I had just written a book on Leonard's albums in 

May, and had no idea that in the next few months 

he would not only release his final album, You 

Want It Darker, but pass on. I recall writing about 

the fact that it felt like Leonard would be around 

forever. It already seemed as if he'd been around 

for centuries, this wise man enriching our lives 

since the 1960s when he emerged as Canada's 

finest poet and writer, then one of the world's best 

song writers. And just like that... he's gone. 

   Cohen released a wide range of novels, poetry 

volumes and albums, records like Songs of Love 

and Hate, Various Positions, I'm Your Man and 

the more recent Popular Problems. Whenever I 

heard his voice and put on a new record, it was 

like being visited by an old friend. Never again... 

  Cohen knew he was dying for some time, but got 

through his cancer by recording an album in his 

medical chair, as told to us by the man himself on 

his final interview for the New Yorker. It's a 

mighty final statement from one of the finest 

artists we have ever known, or will ever see again.  

   I think of his family and hope they have a 

dignified period adjusting to life without Leonard. 

As a member of a Leonard Cohen group on 

Facebook, one sees the warmth his fans and 

admirers have for him and his work. He was a 

magnificent man. RIP Leonard Cohen.  



CLASSIC ALBUM 

THE SONGS OF 

LEONARD COHEN 

One of the most powerful, striking and perfectly 

executed debut albums in the history of music, 

Songs of Leonard Cohen has the feel of a crusty 

old poetry volume, being opened up at random 

points, read out with the accompaniment of only 

an acoustic guitar, and a few other exotic sounds 

fluttering around the mix so delicately. It's one of 

those albums where every song is just the right 

length, every line is a gift, each sentence thought 

provoking, all the notes finely placed and each 

sound destined to be where it is. This may sound 

over the top and pretentious - it probably is - but 

this is how Songs of Leonard Cohen makes me 

feel.  

   Cohen had tired a little of life as a writer on the 

primitive Greek Island of Hydra and was finding 

his interest taken more by the enigma of music. 

Not that Leonard was a stranger to the music 

world of course, just a distant acquaintance. By 

1966, he was in his thirties (ancient in the 1960s 

pop world) and had last played in a band as a 

teenager. He hadn't quite kept his musical skills 

up to scratch.   

   Leonard once told a story about a mysterious 

man who gave him guitar lessons when he was 

young, and the tale ends in a suitably doomy 

fashion. It's exactly like the kind of thing you'd 

hear in a Leonard Cohen song, with a tragic 

conclusion so powerful that it sounds made up. 

But it isn't fictional, this was real and perhaps it 

inspired him on his path to put poetry to song. 

"There was a young man in the park behind my 

mother's house," he said. "A dark young man, very 

handsome, played flamenco guitar. I asked him if 

he would give me a few lessons. He did. He gave 

me three or four lessons. On the basis of those 

lessons I wrote most of my songs. He showed me 

some changes with the guitar that was very, very 

important to me. He didn't turn up for the final 

lesson, and I phoned his boarding house, they told 

he'd committed suicide. I don't know whether that 

was because of the progress with his student; or I 

think perhaps he had other issues." 

   By 1966, Cohen was interested in song writing 

and primarily had aims of being a country 

musician. Instead, on the way to Nashville, he 

stopped off and found himself in the same place 

Bob Dylan had made his name; New York. He 

showed his face, absorbed the various scenes and 

indulged himself in the booming city culture. He 

mixed with Andy Warhol and his entourage of 

Factory Superstars, taking in everything the Big 

Apple had to offer. It was a world away from 

Hydra. 

   Of course it didn't take long before people 

picked up on Cohen's song writing talent. Judy 

Collins recorded a beautiful version of Suzanne 

and not long afterwards, like they had with Dylan 

a few years earlier, everyone wanted to record a 



Leonard Cohen song. John Hammond, the same 

man at Columbia who had taken a chance on Bob 

Dylan, was another person to spot Cohen's 

individual genius and quickly signed him up.  

   Then there's the album itself. When the quiet 

hum of the microphone begins, we hear the 

opening acoustic notes to one of Leonard's 

signature songs, the magnificent Suzanne. His 

voice is crisp and up in the mix, the lyrics 

mysterious and guarded while also being clear 

and relatable. Suzanne is a woman Leonard had a 

friendship with; they drank tea together at her 

apartment and the song describes the potentially 

mundane activities in such fine a way to make 

them fascinating. But Suzanne can be taken on so 

many levels. A lot of people might see themselves 

in Leonard's shoes, a man gazing at someone he 

doesn't quite understand, a girl he will never be 

intimate with, but may consider what that might 

feel like.   

   How did the subject of Leonard's poetry feel 

about the song after hearing it? "Flattered 

somewhat," Suzanne Verdal, that old friend of 

Leonard's, told BBC Radio 4. "But I was depicted as 

I think, in sad terms too in a sense, and that's a 

little unfortunate. You know I don't think I was 

quite as sad as that, albeit maybe I was and he 

perceived that and I didn't. He was 'drinking me 

in' more than I even recognized, if you know what 

I mean. I took all that moment for granted. I just 

would speak and I would move and I would 

encourage and he would just kind of like sit back 

and grin while soaking it all up and I wouldn't 

always get feedback, but I felt his presence really 

being with me. We'd walk down the street for 

instance, and the click of our shoes, his boots and 

my shoes, would be like in synchronicity. It's hard 

to describe. We'd almost hear each other thinking. 

It was very unique, very, very unique." 

   The lyrics aside, it's also the music itself and the 

various sounds around the mix that freeze you to 

the moment. The sound of Leonard's voice, even 

without the rich lyrical touches, is hypnotic in its 

low drawling tone, and in the repetitive, addictive 

melody he is delivering. The guitar is deep and 

uncluttered, while the strings are tastefully placed 

in the mix. A lot of productions from this time 

tended to lay on thick, lush strings which 

dominated the mix. But producer John Simon 

ensured they complimented Leonard's voice and 

lyrics rather than ruled over them. Underneath 

Leonard's mild tones are the backing vocals of 

Nancy Priddy, who adds subtle vulnerability to 

the track. There is an almost holy quality to 

Suzanne, as there is with Cohen's later Hallelujah, 

that reaches unprecedented levels without ever 

getting schmaltzy or "Walt Disney" with the 

music. A truly remarkable start to a remarkable 

recording career.  

   The dark sounds of Master Song follow, again 

with Cohen on acoustic, accompanied by bassist 



Willie Ruff. The odd spot of exotic Eastern 

instrumentation colours the song majestically, 

along with strums of an electric guitar. These 

sections were played by a band Leonard had seen 

in a club called Kaleidoscope (the US band, not 

the Pete Daltrey led British group), and 

throughout the record they inject some subtle 

mysticism into proceedings. Master Song has 

another dark, hypnotising melody, sung by Cohen 

in a restrained, strange manner, as if sung 

through the gritted teeth of a sinister grin. The 

whole feel of the song pulls you in and keeps you 

fixed in your chair; you are left catatonic, drifting 

into this weird, unsettling but simultaneously 

comforting place. These contradictions visit upon 

you again and again when listening to Cohen's 

music, the mix of muddled emotions; perhaps it's 

something only a fan of Cohen can understand. 

Nirvana icon Kurt Cobain once sang "I miss the 

comfort in being sad." There is a sad comfort to 

these songs. Perhaps it makes sense that Cobain 

mentioned Leonard in one of his final songs, 

Pennyroyal Tea.  

   Winter Lady is a brief, somewhat lighter venture 

down a similarly unknown road. But there is a 

calm joy evident in Leonard's tone, and an 

uplifting feel to the understated musical 

flourishes. Leonard knows this woman won't be 

staying too long, that he's just a station on her 

way. He is one more stop on her journey, but he 

doesn't seem to mind all that much.  

   Perhaps one of the starkest and most hauntingly 

beautiful songs in the Cohen canon is The 

Stranger Song. Speaking very quietly, definitely 

not singing, Cohen recites a multi faceted poem 

that seems to float above you on so many levels. 

Musically it's bare, startlingly so, with only 

Cohen's monotone voice and impossibly speedy 

flamenco style guitar in there. The two elements - 

that fast acoustic work and his near dead voice - 

really shouldn't work so well together, but the 

truth is they blend so perfectly. You find yourself 

floating off on this eerie trip, forgetting what's 

going on around you. 

   One of the sweetest songs on the album is the 

wonderful Sisters of Mercy, another one of 

Cohen's descriptive but also arguably cryptic 

songs, full of exotic sounds (bells, acoustics, 

accordion, tribal drums), and a soothing 

atmosphere. Lyric dissectors and Cohen fanatics 

could inspect and decipher this song until the 

cows came home, but I find Leonard's own words 

on the song's genesis more telling, and actually 

very charming too. "I was in Edmonton during a 

snowstorm and I took refuge in an office lobby. 

There were two young backpackers there, Barbara 

and Lorraine, and they had nowhere to go. I asked 

them back to my hotel room, they immediately 

got into the bed and crashed while I sat in the 

armchair watching them sleep. I knew they had 

given me something and by the time they woke 

up I'd finished the song and I played it to them."  

   There's genuine affection for the two young 

ladies in this song, the kind of warmth that would 

not be so evident and shine out of the recording 

so brightly had it just been an empty erotic 

encounter of some sort (like the coldness of the 

later Chelsea Hotel for example). This is one of 

Cohen's most pleasant and straight forward 

tributes in my view. "It doesn't matter if I don't 

mention their names," he said before one live 

rendition of the song. "They visit me with 

humiliation every time I play this song." 

   The energy is up for the magnificent So Long 

Marianne, something of a Leonard Cohen sing 

along these days that everyone seems to love. The 

drums drive the rhythm, above which are Cohen's 

sturdy acoustic strums, the rolling bass and the 

wonderful female backing vocals. The song 



concerns Marianne Jensen, who Cohen first knew 

when he was living on Hydra, the Greek island, 

back in 1960. They lived together in various parts 

of the world and she inspired some of Cohen's 

finest poetry, as well as this anthemic classic.  

   "I saw her and her husband walking arm in 

arm," Cohen recalled of the first time he saw 

Marianne, the song's heroine. "I was very lonely 

and  said to myself how lucky they are, that they 

have one another. I had no idea I would spend the 

next decade with this man's wife. He was a fine 

Norwegian writer and he left. Somehow Marianne 

came into my arms." 

   It's the kind of song that any real songwriter 

would be proud to call their creation and it 

quickly put Cohen in the same league as Bob 

Dylan, due to the combination of vivid poetry, a 

hooky chorus and tasteful musical 

accompaniment. There's a feeling of sadness in 

the voice, but also a majestic lust for life, a 

celebration that he and Marianne met in the first 

place, when they were "almost young."  

   It slows down once again for the gorgeous Hey 

That's No Way to Say Goodbye, boasting another 

one of Leonard's simple plucking acoustic guitar 

lines and a calm, appealing vocal. Again, the 

backing by Nancy Priddy adds the warmth of a 

woman to the arrangement and there are plush 

guitars, a hopping bass line and just a hint of 

more out-there instrumentation on the chorus. 

   There's a black waltz in the form of Stories of 

the Street, with an emotional Cohen vocal and 

solid acoustic strums, plucking guitars and a 

thumping bass line. I really love the minor key 

changes, the apocalyptic feel and the cavernous 

but still light echo in Cohen's voice. It's one of the 

most unsettling tracks on the record, and the 

same goes for the next number, the Latin 

flavoured beauty of Teachers. Again, Cohen's 

vocal melody is repetitive and slightly fevered, 

recounting various meetings with colourful 

characters. The frantic acoustic pairs itself 

wonderfully with the Spanish notes on the other 

side of the mix. Throughout the relentless drive of 

the music, Leonard still demands our attention 

with carefully recited words, so we hang on his 

every single word, with each syllable that leaves 

his mouth being a life lesson.  

   He saves the oddest and most peculiar song til 

last, the brilliant One of Us Cannot Be Wrong. It 

features a heavy, melancholic vocal, simplistic 

acoustics and quietly humorous but also darkly 

surreal lyrics. After Cohen delivers his captivating 

account, he starts to wail like a lost soul, nothing 

more than a destroyed shell of a man, and as the 

track fades out we hear his final howls of torment. 

His cry is accompanied by a slightly off tune 

whistle, adding to the sense of derailed turmoil. A 

strange way to end the album, but also a fitting 

one. His tortured voice echoes on and on in your 

head long after the record is over. 



   Songs of Leonard Cohen was recorded in 

August of 67 and put out over the new year 

period. It was a slow burner, but Leonard's brand 

of folk poetry seemed to be more accepted in the 

UK and across Europe than it was in the US, 

where it took over twenty years to go gold. It did 

best of all in Britain, where all kinds of folk music 

was dominating the charts in the form of sub 

genres like acid folk (Incredible String Band for 

example). Cohen's highly original approach 

appealed to the students, the music aficionados 

and literature buffs. It was music for the thinker, 

the ponderer, the one who chose to listen rather 

than just dance to the beat. Anyone else in that 

year of 1968, an era of psychedelic freak outs, 

would have missed the point. There was nothing 

to boogie to. This was an introverted record, for 

the introverted moments in your life.  

   Meanwhile, some critics in the US didn't really 

get it. Rolling Stone were critical, writing "It is a 

strange voice - he hits every note, but between 

each note he recedes to an atonal place - his songs 

are thus given a sorely needed additional rhythm. 

The record as a whole is another matter - I don't 

think I could ever tolerate all of it. There are 

three brilliant songs, one good one, three 

qualified bummers, and three are the flaming 

shits." Of course, Suzanne, Master Song and The 

Stranger Song are the ones they picked out as the 

true gold, while the more challenging and avant-

garde songs infuriated them.  

   This album has now entered the canon of classic 

records, and it's had a long lifespan, even if it did 

take years for it to enter the wider public's psyche. 

It's an album that gets by on the most simple of 

musical ideas, with extraordinary lyrics and an 

atmosphere very much of its own to enhance its 

bare, skeletal frame. Even in Cohen's discography, 

an admittedly wonderful place, it sits isolated in 

its own little space. A masterpiece that cannot be 

explained, and something of an enigma even to 

its creator I am sure.  
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Tony Palmer is an acclaimed filmmaker who shot 

Bird On A Wire, a document of Cohen's 1972 tour. 

He sent me a lengthy history of the film process 

and allowed me to ask him a few retrospective 

questions about his views on the film and its 

making.  

 

"My film about Leonard Cohen’s 1972 European 

Tour has a complicated history. Let me clear up 

one or two complete misconceptions, I might 

want to say misrepresentations. I was asked to 

make the film by Marty Machat, Cohen’s long-

time manager right up until his death in 1988. It 

was essentially his initiative, at least in part 

because he feared Leonard might never tour 

again thereafter. Mercifully this did not turn out 

to be the case, but given that at the time Cohen 

had frequently asserted: a) he did not enjoy 

touring, saying it exhausted him for no good 

purpose; b) he hated having to repeat the same 

old songs night after night, claiming he was 

rendering them meaningless by endless 

repetition; c) he believed he was a poor performer 

on stage, crippled by an indifferent voice; and d) 

as his first three albums had sold indifferently, he 

thought he might not have an audience. All of 



this he explained to me the first time we met, in 

Machat’s office in New York, October 1971. He 

was resigned to a film being made about the tour, 

however, because he hoped this might just bring 

him to a wider audience. I say ‘resigned’ because 

he was less than enthusiastic, especially when I 

said a condition of my becoming involved was 

that I would require total access to whatever I 

thought was necessary for a stimulating, and I 

hoped positive, film. Very reluctantly he agreed, 

and Machat said he would pay for the film 

himself so that Leonard would not be burdened 

with the expense. 

   Leonard kept his word, and I was given 

complete access and encouraged to interpret the 

material collected in any way I thought desirable. 

I also said it would be pointless recording all of 

the songs for every single concert, so we agreed 

that although I would be there for all 20 concerts, 

I would only record the music on four or five 

occasions to be agreed.  And as I felt very strongly 

that his poetry was a key to understanding the 

man, I also suggested that we film him reading 

some of the poems. With this he readily agreed. 

Indeed, so pleased was he with this idea that he 

even composed a poem especially for me, and 

wrote it out by hand and signed it in the 

frontispiece of my copy of The Energy of Slaves. 

And maybe what is valuable about the film today 

is not only that it contains 17 of his greatest songs 

performed by him in his prime (and it’s nonsense 

– of him – to say he has no voice), but it has a real 

feel for the rough and tumble and difficulties of 

life on the road. I know of few other films where 

the backstage confusion comes so vividly to life, 

with Cohen apparently taking no notice 

whatsoever of the camera. And don’t forget, this 

film was shot in 1972, with slow celluloid colour 

stock, requiring a lot of light to get any decent 

exposure at all. With today’s digital technology, 

we would have been virtually invisible. But I 

doubt if today we would be allowed such access. 

   With a budget of around $35,000, and a crew of 

only four, the filming schedule went ahead as 

planned and, as I am my own editor, the rough-

cut of the film was delivered about a month after 

the tour finished. I’ve read that during the 

filming, according to Bob Johnston, many of the 



sound tapes were lost. Sorry, Bob; that’s nonsense. 

The BBC asked to see the rough-cut and bought 

the film on the spot.  Machat would have 

recouped three-quarters of his investment in one 

go. Alas, Cohen told me he thought the film was 

“too confrontational,” and worried that he often 

appeared “exhausted, even wasted.” While the 

latter is undoubtedly true, about the former I 

believed he was wrong. 

  However, my regard for him as a poet, a 

performer and as a man had grown hugely during 

the film, so I wanted to give him the benefit of the 

doubt. Machat asked me to make available all the 

raw material (the ‘rushes’ or ‘dailies’), and “they 

would see what they could do.”  What I did not 

know at the time was that my assistant editor had 

told them he could do a whole lot better than me. 

Nine months later, and hundreds of thousands of 

dollars later (now of Cohen’s money), a second 

version of the film was ready. I was told it was 

shown to the BBC, who turned it down flat saying 

“it was a mess.” I now have a copy of their letter.  

   I was also told by Machat that he had refused to 

pay for the re-editing, thinking that this was now 

Cohen’s responsibility. Version 2 had a brief 

theatrical outing and was shown for one night 

only at the Rainbow Theatre in north London, 

July 5th 1974, almost two years after I had 

delivered the original version. I was not invited to 

see the revised version, was not at the Rainbow, 

and only saw it for the first time recently. Had I 

seen it then, I would have insisted my name be 

removed, because although it contains about 50% 

of my original film, the structure has been 

destroyed, the musical editing is crass beyond 

belief, and the whole purpose of the film (which I 

shall come to in a moment) had been lost. When I 

read that Cohen would only promote the film 

“through gritted teeth”, I think I can understand 

why. 

   As is well known, the film then apparently 

disappeared. Stupidly I had never kept a copy of 

the original version for myself.  Meanwhile, in 

every biography of Cohen that appeared I read 

totally misleading information about the film – 

and incidentally, not a single one of these 

biographers ever bothered to consult me. I read 

that I had made a film about Tom Jones, which is 

why I was ‘chosen’. I have never even met Tom 

Jones. I read that the film was Bob Johnston’s idea. 

Simply untrue. One recent biographer even gets 

the title of the film wrong and also the date of its 

filming. And so on, and so on. Then, in late 2009, 

294 rolls of film were discovered in a warehouse 

in Hollywood, many in rusted up cans that 

sometimes had to be hammered open, and 

returned to their present owner, Machat’s son 

Steve, via shenanigans so tortuous they read like a 

B-movie plot. These cans were then shipped to me 

by, of all people, Frank Zappa’s manager. I 

believed at first that nothing could be salvaged. 

The cans did not contain the negative (still lost); 

some of the prints were in black and white; and 

much of it had been cut to pieces and/or scratched 

beyond use.  But when I finally opened one box 

and found most of the original sound dubbing 

tracks, I knew we had a hope of putting the jigsaw 

back together. So now, taking full advantage of 

the latest digital technology, this is what we have 

done, piece by piece, slowly and painstakingly, 

putting together almost 3,000 fragments. It took 

months and months, and probably cost more than 

the original filming, and although it’s by no 

means perfect, it’s very close now to the original.   

   On balance, it doesn’t look too bad, but it does 

sound wonderful – I would want to say that many 

of the recordings are far superior, certainly more 

moving, than their equivalent on disc. Above all, 

on balance what we have done is very close to the 

spirit of the original. Which brings me finally to 



the original purpose – my original purpose – in 

making the film. Yes, the songs are haunting, 

unforgettably so. The poetry, now restored having 

been deleted in Version 2 by persons unknown, is 

extraordinary. But so is the man. Cohen objected 

in the original film to scenes of a riot in Tel Aviv. 

I wanted the scenes because they showed Cohen’s 

power over an audience, not by him shouting, but 

simply by his presence. Authority doesn’t really 

describe it; transparent goodness is probably 

closer. And a profound belief that it is the poet’s 

responsibility to address the problems of the 

world, the political problems. In this he is a true 

blood brother of Bob Dylan. Yes, his songs - like 

those of Dylan - are riddled with personal details, 

but like all great art they transcend these and 

make them relevant in a more universal sense. 

Just look at the lyrics for The Story of Isaac. They 

begin with references to a father appearing “when 

I was 9 years old.” Cohen’s father died when he 

was only 9.  But that’s not what the poem or the 

song is about.  It is about those “who would 

sacrifice one generation on behalf of another” as 

Cohen says in the film. That belief, tough and 

uncompromising though it is, is the centre of my 

film, so woefully laid to waste by those who 

attempted to destroy what we had done. Now, my 

admiration for Cohen as a poet, a singer and as a 

man, remains undiminished. The original film 

was made with love, and I hope that quality once 

again shines through the restored film." 

 

Here are my retrospective questions for Tony; 

What do you think of that film now watching it What do you think of that film now watching it What do you think of that film now watching it What do you think of that film now watching it 

back from 2016? back from 2016? back from 2016? back from 2016?     

Very proud. When it won the Grierson Award for 

Best Documentary (2011) and the Gold Medal at 

the New York Film & TV Festival (2012), I felt 

fully justified in seizing back what in the end was 

my film. 

 

Is there anything that bothers you about the edit Is there anything that bothers you about the edit Is there anything that bothers you about the edit Is there anything that bothers you about the edit 

now? now? now? now?     

Structurally, no. It was just a pity that we never 

found the original negative, but given its recent 

success, maybe that wasn't so important. 

 

Have you seen Leonard since and what have his Have you seen Leonard since and what have his Have you seen Leonard since and what have his Have you seen Leonard since and what have his 

comments been on it? comments been on it? comments been on it? comments been on it?     

Yes. He sent a message which said that he was 

pleased that "the problem had now been resolved." 

 

Of all the subjects you've had for your films, such Of all the subjects you've had for your films, such Of all the subjects you've had for your films, such Of all the subjects you've had for your films, such 

a varied amouna varied amouna varied amouna varied amount, how did Leonard differ as a t, how did Leonard differ as a t, how did Leonard differ as a t, how did Leonard differ as a 

subject to film and capture? subject to film and capture? subject to film and capture? subject to film and capture?     

He didn't, actually. He's a remarkable man, a 

great performer, a song writer of genius, and most 

importantly a poet of considerable power. I was 

lucky to have had such access; it wouldn't happen 

today. But it was no different to the access I had to 

Margot Fonteyn, Britten, Walton, Callas etc. and I 

view him in the same way that I viewed them. 

 

Bird On A Wire is out on Bird On A Wire is out on Bird On A Wire is out on Bird On A Wire is out on 

DVD nowDVD nowDVD nowDVD now    

The Music of Leonard The Music of Leonard The Music of Leonard The Music of Leonard 

Cohen is Chris WadCohen is Chris WadCohen is Chris WadCohen is Chris Wade's e's e's e's 

book, released in May book, released in May book, released in May book, released in May 

2016. 2016. 2016. 2016.     

    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Chris Wade photography... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks for reading darlings.... 
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